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Understanding the New

Developments in Parallel Ports

erial ports send data relatively
slowly over long distances, while
parallel ports provide rapid trans-
mission across short distances. I
discussed serial ports in the Lab
Notes columns of May 12 and 26,
1992; now it's time to turn to the
other common input/output (I/O)
port. As before, I'll try to cover

both the basics and new developments,
in this case culminating in the Type 3 bi-
directional printer port of IBM's PS/2 se-
ries and Intel's Fast Mode parallel port.

The beauty of a parallel port lies in
.e simplicity of its design. When the

computer sends a byte of data to a paral-
lel I/O port, eight data lines transmit the
entire eight-bit byte at once. The I/O port
matches the eight bits of the byte to eight
different pins on a connector, and the ex-
ternal device attached to the connector
can then read the data at its leisure. (In
practice, an extra line is usually used to
indicate that the data on the pins is valid.)

While normally used to send data to
a printer, a parallel port can be connected
to a variety of external devices. In the
early days of computing, when most com-
puters came as kits to be built by hobby-
ists, the parallel port was used to read a
set of switches for input, flip relays to con-
trol machines, or blink little lights for the
amusement of the curious. Most hobby-
ists' computers used a parallel port to
scan the switch matrix that formed the
keyboard for the system, and indeed the
keyboards on most PCs to this day are
read through a parallel port on the key-
board controller.

THE PC'S ORIGINAL PARALLEL PORTS
ike serial ports, most parallel ports on

.;arly computers were bidirectional: The
data lines could both send and receive
data. When IBM introduced the PC,

however, it was meant to be a small busi-
ness computer; the neat uses to which
hobbyists could put a parallel port were
not a consideration. Businesses didn't
need to flip relays or blink lights, but they
did need to print documents. Thus, the
generic parallel port was specialized to
talk to the standard Centronics printer in-
terface.

Improved parallel ports

can do a lot more than drive

printers hy using new
technology from IBM

and Intel.

IBM offered two versions of parallel
ports on the original PC. One version was
attached to the Monochrome Display
Adapter (MDA), which I'll call the MDA
printer port; the other was located on the
separate Parallel Printer Adapter.

The MDA printer port was the more
popular, since it provided a printer con-
nection without the need for an extra
card. (The original PC motherboard had
only five slots, remember.) The design of
the parallel port on the MDA card and
the parallel port on the Parallel Printer
Adapter were almost identical, however,
with their only difference being the start-
ing addresses of the I/O registers used to
control the port. The MDA printer-port
registers started at I/O address 3BCh, and
the printer adapter registers started at
I/O address 378h.

The design of the PC Printer Port dif-
fered from that of a generic, hobbyists'
parallel port in two main ways. The first

was in its adding a number of control lines
to the eight data lines. Figure 1 shows the
lines on the MDA printer port and their
connector pin assignments. These control
lines allowed the PC to control the
printer while allowing the printer to re-
turn status information to the Pc. The
second major way the PC Printer Port dif-
fered from others was in its data lines,
which were not bidirectional but for out-
put only. The output-only nature of the
port provided enough functionality to
send data to a printer, but it limited the
usefulness of the port for other tasks.

In other respects, the MDA parallel-
printer port followed the usual conven-
tions. The voltage levels on the pins (or
lines) are the standard Transistor-
Transistor Logic (TTL) voltage levels of
o and 5 volts. A value of 0 is represented
by a voltage of 0 to 0.8 volts, and a value
of 1 is represented by a level of 2 to 5
volts. When a line is said to be lowered
it is simply being changed from a 1 state
to a 0 state. Raising a line means the line
is being changed from a logic 0 state to
a 1 state.

As shown in Figure 1, the Data Regis-
ter lines in the MDA printer port are uni-
directional: Data can be sent only from
the computer to the printer. The control
and status lines allow for a minimal hand-
shaking protocol to transfer the data to
the printer. Of the four control lines, the
first three (SLCT IN, INIT, and AUTO
LF XT) initialize and configure the
printer. The SLCT IN line tells the
printer that it should get ready to accept
data. The INIT line initializes the printer,
and the AUTO LF XT line tells the
printer to move automatically to the next
line when a line of text has been printed.
The fourth, STROBE control line, tells
the printer that a new data byte is ready
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Figure 1: In addition to its 8 data lines, the
standard PCprinter port has 4 control lines going
from the PCto the printer and 5 status lines from
the printer to the PC.

to be read.
The five printer status lines return in-

formation to the PC. The SLCT OUT line
indicates that the printer knows it has
been selected. The BUSY line indicates
that the printer is busy and cannot accept
data. The PAPER END line indicates
that the printer has run out of paper. The
ERROR line indicates the printer has de-
tected an error condition.

The fifth, ACK line, indicates that the
printer has accepted the data from the
computer and is ready to read another
byte. This line is special, since the printer
port can be configured to interrupt the
processor with a request for more data
when the ACK line is lowered.

As with such system peripherals as
disk controllers and serial ports, the CPU
controls the parallel port through I/O
registers. Figure 2 details the three regis-
ters that make up the standard register-
level interface for PC parallel ports. The
printer data register sends data to the
printer, the printer status register reads
printer status, and the printer control reg-
ister sets the printer control lines. The
features that have been added in later re-
visions of the port structure are shown by
shaded areas in Figure 2.

As with the registers for the serial
port, the parallel-port registers are ac-
cessed through the IN and OUT I/O in-
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structions. The starting address of the
parallel-port registers are listed in the
BIOS data segment, starting at 40:08.
While the registers of the MDA printer
port start at I/O address 3BCh and can't
be changed, newer printer ports can be
addressed at a variety of I/O addresses,
typically starting at 378h and 278h.

Writing a byte to the parallel-port data
register sends that byte to the port. When
the data register is read, however, the
byte returned is the data currently being
sent by the printer port. This would seem
to indicate that the MDA printer port is
inherently bidirectional. The problem is,
however, that there is no way to tell an
MDA printer port to stop sending data.
In other words, the printer port can't lis-
ten for any data coming from other de-
vices connected to it simply because there
is no way to tell it to stop talking! If an-
other machine does attempt to send data
across the data lines (something that
should not be done with the MDA printer
port), the data read would be a combina-
tion (logically ORed) of the data being
sent by the MDA port and the data being
sent to it.

The port status register, however, al-
lows the processor to read the port status
lines (SLCT, BUSY, PAPER END, ER-
ROR, and ACK) from the printer. Writ-
ing to the printer status register has no
effect. The status lines thus provide the
port with a rudimentary input capability.
This ability to read in data-albeit a nib-
ble (four bits) at a time-is in fact utilized
by many file-transfer programs.

For example, two MDA ports can be
made to talk together if the pins are spe-
cially connected for this purpose. If the
lower four data bits from one PC are con-
nected to the SLCT, BUSY, PAPER
END, and ERROR lines of a second PC,
the one PC can send four bits of data out
its MDA printer port. The other PC reads
that data on its MDA printer status lines.
To send data back, a similar connection
is made in which the second PC's lower
four parallel-port data lines are con-
nected to the first PC's printer status
lines. While the ACK line could be used
as a fifth bit to read data in this arrange-
ment, it is better employed allowing one
PC to interrupt the other to indicate that
the data has been or is ready to be read.

The printer control register allows the
processor to manipulate the control lines

of the printer interface. Unlike in the se-
rial interface, all the handshaking mt'
be performed directly by the processor.
As with the data register, the data written
to the port control register is immediately
passed to the output pins of the printer
port. Note in Figure 2 that bit 4 of the
port control register is not connected to
a control line; it is used instead to enable
the parallel-port interrupt. Once en-
abled, the parallel port will interrupt the
processor when the ACK line is lowered.
The parallel port is normally assigned
hardware interrupt 7. Reading this regis-
ter returns the state of the same control
lines being sent to the printer.

Before concluding this discussion of
the standard PC parallel port, it is impor-
tant to clarify one confusing characteris-
tic of the PC parallel port (and of all other
digital hardware): the concept of a nega-
tive active signal. This is important if you
ever attempt to relate the state of the bits
in the parallel control and status registers
with the voltage levels of their corre-
sponding pins on the port connector.

Some of the control signals on the
printer port are negative active. Thi~
means that the signals are considen
present when the line carries a logical 0
instead of a 1 value. To compound the

Two MDA ports can be

made to talk together if the

pins are specially

connectedfor this purpose.

confusion, some of the control lines in the
parallel port are inverted before they
reach the pins on the connectors. That is
to say, writing a 1 value to a bit in the
printer control register results in a logical
o on the actual line. Some of the bits in
the printer status register are also the in-
verse of the voltage levels on the pins.

Specifically, the lines that are inverted
from the bits in the control register are
STROBE, AUTO LF XT, and SLCT IN.
BUSY is the only other line that is in-
verted from its corresponding bit. Other
status register signals, namely ACK ar
ERROR, are negative active, but thel.
corresponding register bits are not the in-
verse of their pins. .



Three things you can do to reduce
your PC administration time.
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Now you don't need more of you to
help administer your network. Just
more new HP network-ready pes.

In just minutes, our powerful, full-
function 486N PCs can be humming
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plug them in and go back to more
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into certain mmlpls.

Our complete security features
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actually use them. And with your
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call 208-344-4809 from your
FAX handset. Then I
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need most. Time. ......
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BUSY lines to control data transfer be-
tween the PS/2 and an external devic'
The only tasks the CPU must perform arc
to set the parallel port into DMA mode
and to configure a DMA channel to read
or write data. Once configured, the DMA
channel automatically reads a byte of
data from memory and writes it to the
data register of the parallel port.

Once data has been written to the data
register by the DMA channel, the paral-
lel port automatically lowers the
STROBE signal. This indicates to any de-
vice attached to the port that the data
lines are ready to be read. Once the re-
ceiving device has read the data, it in turn
lowers the ACK line to indicate that fact.
The Type 3 parallel port then automati-
cally raises the STROBE line and signals

tween the other two bidirectional con-
trollers will be noted as appropriate.

From its introduction in 1981, the PC
has had a DMA controller. The DMA
controller is a chip that does nothing but
move data around in memory. If the CPU
needs to move a block of data, it can dele-
gate the job to the DMA chip while it
does more productive things. A DMA
chip usually has a number of channels,
each of which can move a block of mem-
ory or move data to and from an I/O port.

Like a DMA channel, the Type 3 par-
allel port can run independent of the
CPU. In DMA mode, the DMA chip and
the parallel port talk to each other with-
out the help or interference of the CPO.

In DMA mode, the parallel port uses
the STROBE, ACK, AUTO LF XT, and

PS/2 BIDIRECTIONAL PARALLEL PORTS
When IBM introduced the PS/2 series in
1987, the parallel port was rescued from
its printer-only captivity. While retaining
backward compatibility with the printer
adapters of the earlier PCs, the parallel
port on the PS/2 machines was re-
designed to include the bidirectional ca-
pabilities of pre-PC parallel ports.

Restoring bidirectional capabilities
simply required making it possible to
turn off the data lines from the PC, thus
allowing data from another source to be
sent on those lines. With the PC no longer
sending data, a read of the printer data
register returned the data being sent
from another device attached to the port.

To set the PS/2 parallel port to read
mode, a previously reserved bit in the
printer control register is used to estab-
lish the direction of the data. Specifically,
setting bit 5 to 1 configures the parallel
port for input. The port itself must be
configured to allow bidirectional mode.
On PS/2s the parallel port can be set up
in bidirectional mode by using the config-
uration disk that is provided with the ma-
chine.

Other manufacturers have also intro-
duced a bidirectional parallel port on
their machines. The parallel ports in
some machines that use the Chips &
Technologies chip sets are compatible
with the PS/2 parallel port, for example.
Not all competing machines have fol-
lowed the IBM PS/2 standard for control-
ling the direction of the port, however.
The Toshiba machines use bit 7 of the
port control register instead of bit 5, for
example. As with the PS/2s, the parallel
port in clone machines must be config-
ured for bidirectional operation. This is
usually done with a setup program spe-
cific to the system.

THE TYPE 3 PARALLEL PORT The bidi-
rectional port on the original PS/2 was
called a Type 1 parallel port. The new
PS/2 Models 57, 90, and 95 have what
IBM calls its Type 3 parallel port. (The
IBM hardware reference also covers a
Type 2 parallel-port controller, which is
slightly less capable than the Type 3 con-
troller.) The Type 3 port can use a DMA
(direct memory access) channel to write
or read an entire block of data to the port
without assistance from the processor.

The discussion below will center on the
Type 3 controller, but the differences be-

..•..
Data last written to printer. or

data from printer if bit 5 in control register = 1

..•..
Data to printer

o
AlF ST

lSTROBE (pin 1)
Auto line feed
(pin 14)
INIT (pin 16)
Select IN
(pin 17)
IRO enable
Oirection
Type I-reads 1
Type 2-3-value
last written
AUTOSTROBE
Type 3

D-Standard onallports D-PSI2 bidirectionalport D-Type 2 D-Type 3

Sets STROBE line
Sets AUTO IF line
Sets INIT line
Sets SElECT IN
line
Enables PTR
interrupt
Sets port
direction
o-Output
I-Input
Enables
AUTOSTROBE

FiI/UI's!!: Thoprintor data rogistor, printer status register, and the printer control re~ister comprise

the original PC parallel-port interface. Shaded areas in the figure indicate additions made to this
structure in newer PS/2 models.



Three things that please both
you and your PC users.

Now you can give your PC
users all the performance
they're hungry for. At prices
that won't eat away at your
budget.
Our four new 486U PCs make
running Windows and CAD a
tropical breeze. With eye-pop-
ping graphics and lightning-fast
~esponse. Whether you start
with 66 MHz now or upgrade
to it later.

Our 25, 33, 50 and 66 MHz models
will keep your users on top of the
performance world, today and in
the future. And while they're get-
ting what they want, so are you.

These PCs are designed to
reduce your administration
headaches faster than strong
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Industry standard and full ftmc-
tion. So they'll fit right into your
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Their complete security features
are so convenient your people
will actually use them. Which
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shoulders.
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of data to the data register. The cycle is
then ready to begin all over again, contin-
uing until the DMA controller has sent
the entire contents of its buffer. At any
point the receiving device can suspend
the data transfer by lowering the BUSY
line.

When configured in receive DMA
mode, the DMA controller waits until
the ACK line changes from a 1 to a 0
state. The port controller detects this
change, lowers the AUTO LF XT line,
and then reads the byte from the data
register. Thereafter the port controller
raises the AUTO LF XT line and lowers
the STROBE line to indicate that the
data has been read. The Type 3 parallel
port can be programmed to interrupt the
CPU when the DMA operation is com-
plete.

If two PS/2s are to transfer data using
the DMA mode, their two parallel ports
should be connected in the manner
shown in Figure 3. This particular config-
uration allows the two parallel-port con-
trollers to produce the proper handshak-
ing for the DMA transfer. So connected,
a pair of PS/2s using their DMA parallel
ports can transfer data at up to 2MB per
second, a transfer rate rivaling that of
some hard disk controllers. And this
speed is available with almost no work
from the processor.

The DMA mode was not the only im-
provement made in the Type 3 port. The
port also has expanded interrupt capabil-
ities. The parallel-port controller can in-
terrupt the processor on changes in the
ERROR, PAPER END (PE), and
SLCT. Like all previous parallel ports,
the new port can also interrupt the pro-

DMA Mode PS/2 Connections

Data lines .•o(~-/~----.. Data lines
a lines

BUSY ~ BUSY

AUTD LFXT ~ AUTD LFXT

FJ.fUH 3: When a pall' 0' PSI!1 machines using
Type 3 ports are connected as above, the data
transfer rate can reach 2 megabytes per second.

Printer data register 3BC 1278 378 278 1378

Printer status 3BO 1279 379 279 1379

Printer control 3BE 127A 37A 27A 137A

Interface control 127B 37B 27B 137B

Interface status 127C 37C 27C 137C

Reserved register 1270 370 27E 1370

-Type 3 port alternate addresses when configured as parallel 1

Figure 4: In the chart above, note that a Type 2 PS/2 port configured for LPT1cannot be set up for DMA
mode.

cessor when the ACK line is lowered.
Three new registers were added to the

parallel-port register set to control the
enhanced Type 2 and Type 3 parallel
ports. This presented a problem when the
port was configured at the old standard
starting I/O address of 3BCh, because if
the new registers were placed at their log-
icallocation Gust after the other port reg-
isters) they would overlap the registers
that control the VGA palette. To solve
this problem, the Type 3 parallel port can
be addressed at two different I/O address
ranges if configured as parallel port 1.
When the parallel port is configured as
LPT 2, 3, or 4, the dual addressing is not
necessary.

The possible I/O address ranges for
PS/2 Type 2 and 3 parallel ports are
shown in Figure 4. The Type 2 parallel
port cannot be set up for DMA mode
when configured as parallel port 1. Paral-
lel-port registers start at I/O addresses
378h, 278h, and 1378h for ports 2,.3, and
4, respectively. Note that while these
addresses are valid for IBM PS/2 parallel
ports, they are not necessarily those used
on other machines. The Printer Port Base
Address fields in the BIOS data area are
the best place to determine the printer
port addresses.

Figure 5 shows the three new registers
for the PS/2 Type 2 and 3 parallel ports.
The first of these is the read/write inter-
face control register. This register en-
ables and controls the DMA process, and
it also selects the conditions for interrupt-
ing the processor. Writing a 1 to bit 7
(Start DMA) initiates a DMA transfer.
Setting bit 6 (Reset End of Data Latch)
enables the DMA channel to read from
the parallel port in response to the ACK
line. Bit 1 (Set End of Data Latch) stops
a DMA transfer. Finally, bit 0 (Enable
DMA) enables the DMA function. Only

the limited combination of the bit set-
tings shown below are valid for these bits.

Bits

7 6 1 0 Description

00 0 1 No change to DMAoperation

00 1 0 Disable DMA

0011 Hal t DMAor enable DMA

0101 Set ready to start DMAin

recei ve mode

The remaining bits in the interface
control register enable the different in-
terrupt conditions for the port. Bit 5 e'
abies an interrupt when the DMA con
troller completes its transfer or when the
End of Data Latch is set and a change
in the ACK line is detected. Bit 4 enables
an interrupt when the SLCT signal is
changed, either from a 0 to a 1 or from
a 1 to a O. Bits 3 and 2 enable interrupts
from the ERROR and Paper End (PE)
lines, respectively.

The Interface Status register allows
the processor to determine the source of
a parallel-port interrupt and determines
the status of a DMA transfer. Bit 6 indi-
cates if a DMA transfer is complete or
if it has been stopped using the End-of-
Data bit in the interface control register.
Bits 5 through 2 indicate the source of
an interrupt caused by the parallel port.
Bits 7,1, and 0 are reserved.

The last of the new registers is offi-
cially reserved by IBM, except that it
must be loaded with a value of 16h before
using the D MA mode of the port.

THE 386SL HIGH-SPEED PARALLEL PORT
Intel has taken a different approach to
the design of a high-performance paralJpl
port. The company's new 386SL chip
is a low-power, two-chip package that in-
tegrates a 386SX processor with the logic
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Enable DMA

Always
reads as "1"

IROon RE
enabled

IRO on SLCT
enabled

IROon ERROR
enabled

IROon ACK-
terminal
count enabled

Enable DMA

Set end of
data latch

Enable interrupt
on PE change

Enable interrupt
on SELECT change

Enable interrupt
on ERROR change

Enable interrupt
of ACK·terminal
count

Reset end of
data latch

Start data

6 5 4 3 2 0
READ ONLY

Reserved

Paper end
interrupt
has occured

Error interrupt
has occured

Select interrupt
has occured

ACK-terminal
count interrupt
has occured

End of data
latch set

Reserved Register

7 6 5 432
RESERVED

7 6 5 432 0
I RESERVED

••••••
Must be written with 16lhex) before using DMA mode.

needed for a laptop computer. Included
in the 386SL is what Intel calls its Fast
Mode parallel port.

IBM's Type 3 parallel port is designed
to move large chunks of data very fast
without assistance from the processor.
This type of parallel port is best suited
to multitasking environments in which
the processor has better things to do than
sit feeding data to a slow printer. In con-
trast to IBM's DMA parallel port, the
Intel design is aimed at speeding the ac-
cess to intelligent peripherals attached to
the parallel port.

With the growth of laptops in offices,
1 entire industry has been built around

peripherals that attach to laptops without
requiring an expansion slot. While exter-

nal modems have been around for years,
the most interesting slotless peripherals
are the new LAN adapters that attach
to-and make new demands on-the
parallel port of a laptop.

Both the parallel port and intelligent
adapters are controlled by registers.
While printing a document is largely a
matter of pushing massive amounts of
data out the parallel port, communicat-
ing with an intelligent LAN adapter in-
volves control as precise as if the LAN
adapter were a card plugged into the ex-
pansion bus. The problem is that with
only eight bits of data being transferred
at a time, any access to an intelligent
adapter register must be proceeded by an
address that specifies the register to be

read or written. Further, since the port
must be used for both address and data
transfer, the control lines must be used
to tell the peripheral both what is coming
across the port and how to react to it.

Suppose that the processor needs to
write to the LAN adapter. It must start
with a write to the printer control register
to set the handshaking bits indicating that
an address is coming and that the access
will be a read of a register in the adapter.
The address is then written to the printer
data port. The LAN adapter takes the ad-
dress, places the data on the parallel port,
and sets a control line (such as ACK or
BUSY) to indicate that the data is avail-
able. The processor then reads the status
port to find out that the LAN adapter has
the register data available. Only at this
point can the data be read from the paral-
lel port. All of this elaborate handshak-
ing takes time, and for peripherals such
as LAN adapters, speed is important. To
streamline the process, then, the Intel
Fast parallel port automatically encodes
the handshaking information on the con-
trollines.

As you can see in Figure 6, when oper-
ating in Fast Mode, the Intel port rede-
fines the standard parallel-port control
lines so that they become bus control
lines. The SLCT IN line becomes the Ad-
dress Strobe, AUTO LF XT becomes the
Data Strobe, STROBE becomes the
Write line, the BUSY line becomes the
Wait line, and the ACK line becomes the
Interrupt Request line. This allows a
full complement of control lines to make
the parallel port into a mini-expansion
port.

The Intel port uses different I/O
addresses to encode the control informa-
tion. While the Intel port has the stan-
dard data, control, and status registers of
any parallel port, its Fast Mode also has
five additional I/O addresses, which are
located just above the standard
addresses. If the parallel-port base ad-
dress is 3F8h, the I/O addresses 3F8, 3F9,
and 3FA are the addresses of the printer
data, printer status, and printer control
registers as expected. What is different
about the 386SL printer port is the use
of the I/O addresses immediately above
the three standard I/O addresses.

I/O address 3FBh is the automatic ad-
dress of the strobe register. A write to
this register sends the data to the parallel



port, just as writing to the data register
would. In addition, however, a write to
the strobe register automatically lowers
the AUTO LF XT line, which is defined
as the Address Strobe line. A read or
write to addresses 3FCh through 3FFh
reads or writes the port and also lowers
the Data Strobe line (SLCT IN). If the
data access to addresses 3FCh through
3FFh is a write, the Write line
(STROBE) is lowered. When the pro-
cessor writes to the automatic Data
Strobe addresses, the read or write I/O
cycle is extended if the adapter lowers the
Wait (BUSY) line. This allows the
adapter to slow the processor to match
its speed without the processor even
knowing about the wait.

A peripheral attached to the 386SL's
parallel port simply'looks at the control
lines to determine what is coming across
them. If the Address Strobe line (AUTO
LF XT) is low, an address is being sent
to the peripheral. If at the same time, the
Write (STROBE) line is high, the 386SL
is expecting the peripheral to return the
data for that address back to the SL.
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Intel 386SL Fast-Mode Configuration
PIN STANDARDMODE -FAST MODE
1 Output STROBE WRITE
10 Input ACK INTR
11 Input BUSY WAIT
14 Output AUTO LFXT Data STROBE
17 Output SLCTIN Address STROBE
-FAST MODE DESCRIPTIONOFLINESIN FASTMODE
WRITE Indicates a write cycle to the adapter when low.
INTR Pulled low by the adapter to interrupt the processor.
WAIT Held low by the adapter to extend an IXO cycle to the port.
Data STROBE When low, indicates that data is being transferred on the data lines.
Address STROBE When low, indicates that an address is being transferred on the data line.

Figure 6: Laptops using the Intel 386SL chip set streamline the handshaking protocol process by redefining
the parallel-port control lines.

Otherwise, the SL sends the data to be
written to the address. At any time, the
peripheral can slow down the process by
holding down the Wait (BUSY) line. The
SL will wait until the Wait line is high
before ending the current read or write.

This automatic encoding saves a
tremendous amount of needless hand-
shaking through the control lines. By
eliminating the need to set the control
lines manually, accesses to registers on
the adapters can be made in half the time.

Like its serial cousin, the parallel port
has grown significantly in functionality.
IBM's DMA parallel port and Intel's
Fast Mode parallel port represent two
different enhancements aimed at two dif-
ferent applications. These new parallel-
port designs will contribute tangibly to
better computing performance in the fu-
ture.O
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